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OHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF TH:r~ PROBLEM

The main purpose involved in W',lCSenaltlnc thi. projeot
wae to obtain a record ot Roraohaoh responses of asthmatio ohildVarious que."tiona natural17 come to the reader' 8 mind; what-

ren.

aotually 18 asthma;

why

the pat:"t1oular conoem With

asthmatlc

ohildren; and f1Jlally, wb7 waa the Rorsohach ut111zed in th1.

study?
Aathma i8 defined by Dorland·. Medlcal D1ot10nar,y (')
as Ita reourrtna paroxysmal dyspnea, partioularl,y eVident in tbe

expiratory phase, due to an allergic reaotion in the bronchioles
from the absorption of 80me substance to whioh the pattent i8
hypersenei tift" •

Bronchial as'thM i8 ueual17 always trea"ted as

an allergio condition.
~he

•

In hospi tala, asthmattos are referred to

allergy olin1c, and the asthma special1st 18 an allergist •

Asthma i8 ordinarily divided 1nto two types: extrinsio.
~n

whloh the exciting cause is outside the body. and intrinsic,

in which it is inside the body_

The intrinsl0 type 1s often

spoken of a8 a bacterial allergy.
In praotioe, theae two types are differentiated by the
1.

•

taot that in extrinsio asthma a

defin1~e

2•

allergen or allergen. oan

be shown by skln test and/or ol1n1081 reaotions, to be the cause

of these attacks.

In intrinsio asthma no

~oh

demonstration is

possible.
Unequ1vooal17. the subjeots in this etudy belong to the
extrinsio aatbma croup.

All the eubjects reaot

poslti~l1

to one

or more allers-na.
flhe reauJ:te of this study wl11, thereto.r8, be derived
from ohildren who are definitelY reacting to allergene and

are

considered. rne4io8117, as asthmatio ohildren.
Seoondly. asthmatic children, Rorschach-wise, have been
almost completely It,''llored 1n Rorschach research.

There have been

studl •• oonducted on normal ohildren, neurotic ch1ldren, enuretic
Children, and mentally deteotive ch1ldren, to name a tew. but only
one etudJ has aotuall1 endeavored to 1nvestigate the asthmatio
child by meana of the Rorsohach.

That study ('9) was of a oom-

parati vely ditterent nature the the present one.

Thus. beoause

of the almost oomplete laok ot systematio reeearch in this area.
thi. study wae undertaken.

In anewer to the th1rd question proposed earlier, namely
why

was the Rorachach used. there are really three main potnts.

First, the Rorschach Ink-Blot 'eat is one ot the moat promising

peraonall ty teate today.

a8

it torces the individual to reTeal

himself when oQnfronted with an unstruotured stimulus s1tuation.

•

This unstructured or amorphous

mater1~

doee not have sooially

standardized objeots or event 8 in ita makeup.

frank (16) exempli-

fie. thie paint of view in the follow.1ng worda:
"The Rorsohach method otfers a prooedure throueh which
the indiVidual ie induoed to reveal hie ·private world'
by telling what be tse.s' in the several carda upon
which he may project his meanings, 8i~n1ficanoe. and
teelings. just because they are not 8001a1ly standardized objects or situations to Which he must give
culturally prescribed responses."
The author at that statement a180 po1nta out that because ot the
l.aok ot cultural norma that the subject is faced with in this teet,
he is more apt to reveal himaelf, and thus the value of projectl...
methods i8 exemplified in the Rorsohach teat.
Prank (4) oalle a projective teet. such as the Rorschaoh,
u "oonstitutive method". due to the plastiCity of the stimulus for
the subjeot.

Because of thie plasticity, the child, 1n thie study

is tree to react in any way he or ehe deems necessary without fear
of violating 8001ally standardized oustom••
Seoondly, the only study (39) that wae done with th.se
children was partly a Rorschaoh one, and thus the writer had

80me

basis tor reaearch, .tNcture of his problem, and a later analysi.

ot certain results.
The third. and final p01nt on the

USG

of the Horschaoh

oonoerns it8elf with a oompar1son of the astlunat1c ohildren to a
stud1 (41) ot normal non-aatrunat10 ohildren. The Rorschach 18 one

ot the projective teste that haa been ueed a great deal With

•
~ormal
~I th

ohildren.

Due to th1s taot, 1t was
. telt that a oomparison

normals would more eas1ly be fac111 tated beoause of the numb! r

of .'tud1ee 1n this area.
Therefore, the aims of th1e study of Rorsohaoh respoDses
jot

asthmatI0 oh1ldren are, as preViously stated, to ob'\ain a quanti-

~at1ve

reoord of their responses, eee if the aatbmat10 boy dIffers

~ign1f1cantlY

~stbmatI0

from the asthmatio girl, and a180 to compare the

ohlld, by meana of the Rorsohach to the normal non-

asthmatio ohild.

•

OHAPTER II
REVI:r;W OF THE

R}n~TED

LITHRATURl':

The literature related to this
Were one to reatriot
write volumes.

CIle'es~

8tU~Y

1s not voluminous.

to tbe 11"terature on asthma, one oould

Howe.er. the asthmatio ohild 1n relation to Ror-

sohach performanoe haa already been Been to be an area in whioh
much work 18 needed.

The 11terature on the Horechaoh Ink-Blot Teet

and its. value, rellabil1ty. and validity is extensive. Neverthelem
tbe following three valIdity studie8 will give 'he reader 80me idea

ot the value of the Rorsohaoh Test in olinioal diagnosis.
Benjamin and ;t.;baugh (14) matched diagnoses arrS. ved 8.t
through blind interpretations of' the Rorsohaoh With psychiatrio
diagnoses.

They were completely BUcoesstul in thirty-nine out of

torty-siX oases, and comparable diagnoses were present in tbe remain1ng .eveD cues.

'1'he :results showed that the Rorschaoh teat

poeaesses a b1gh degree of diagnostic validity, somewhere between
84.7 per oent and 97.8 per cent.
HertlS. Beck and Klopfer (2') interpreted a reoord

sub-

mitted to them, and a oomparison at the analyses showed a hig)l
degree 01 reliability between the interpretations.
tions validlJ related them•• lves to olinioal data.

The interpreta-

6
Rosenzweig and Vernon (31) suggest a method of validation
•
in which a series of personality sketch~B based upon Rorechachin~~

pretations is matched blindly with a second series. prepared by
other investigators, based on clinical notes and observation. The
results obtained from this procedure yielded a correlation coeffi-

.

cient of 0.883 ± 0315. Vernon states that this constitutes a higher
degree of validity than is found in any of the other objective personality tests that are used.
A number of studies have been performed on reliability
and some notable ones will be described here, the one by Kerr being
the only one done with children.
Fosberg (17) found in his study reliability correlations
that were high, leading him to conolude that the Rorschach test is
highly reliable.

His mean oorrelations for looation, determinants,

oontent, and the test as a whole were .914, .885 •• 807, and .877
respectively.

Median correlations for the same categories in the

aforementioned order were: .955 •• 944, .908, and .928. Standard deviations were: .131, .145 •• 215. and .162, respectively.

The test

withstood the experimental manipulations of the subjeots, and also
of the experimenter in a special situation where the Rorschach
factors were directly pointed out to each subjeot.
Hertz (20) reports that the Rorsohach factors appear to
be reliable in most cases.

Ooefficients of correlation that result

ed were: peroentage of responses (.97), original (.91). and chiaroscuro (.91).

Satisfaotory coeffiCients (.8).according to Hertz,

•

7•

were obtained tor number of responses <,89). percentage of whole
(.84). rare detail (.86). oligophrenic. detail (.81). spa.ce detail
(.87). color (.81), animal form answers (.8;), human form answers
<.86) and number of items (.86).

good form

( .73). and movement

Peroentage of normal detail (.75)

8llflWerS

(.74). and the co lor soore

(.76) obtained coefficients approximating .70.

The loweat co-

effioient (.6) on the group was that for percentage of popular
answers (.66).

Herta first standardizes the procedure and sooring

method in the etudy. and then computes the reliability of the teet
faotors, aleo using the corrected epI!t half method.

Comparing

Erlebnistyp suggested by each half of the test, she found tbe percentage of correspondence to be seventy-three.
Kerr (2;) t studying one-hundred normal

}~ng118h

children.

aged nine to twelve years, and using the test-retest method of
measuring reliability. found relatively low scoree for reliability.
However. she used a. long interval (one year). and thus suoh reault_
might have been expeoted.

She concludes, however, by saying that

"the Rorschaoh test does give good working knowledge of the subjects
temperament as a whole, 1ncluding the interaotion. and balance between the effective and intellectual elements. i8 undoubted by anyone wbo haa used the

te8t~.

Vernon (;8) studied ninety subjects. twenty-five male
students of Yale Un!vers1 ty. forty-e1ght meue students of Harvard
Un1versity, and seventeen male and female adults in England. Us1ng

.

.

8

the split-half method, his reliability ooeffiCients were: for W
~er cent + 0.74, F+ per oent + 0.33. M per oent + 0.62. sum C per
~ent

+ 0.34. A per oent + 0.48, 0 per oent + 0.60, P per oent +

0.64. average is + 0.54, and R is + 0.91.

He attributes his low

reliability soores to subjeotiVity of sooring and to shortness of
the test.

Beoause of these unsatisfaotory results, Vernon conoludes

that the test is not reliable.
Thus, we find the Rorsohach desoribed as a valid projective test in three studies (14,23,31). and as a reliable test by
Fosberg (17), and Hertz (20).

Kerr (25), using the test-retest

method with an interval of a year, arrived at low reliability
soores.

However, she concludes her study by praising the applica-

bility of the test, and its various functions.

Vernon (38),using

the split-half method. found low reliability scores, and concludes
that the test is not reliable.

Nevertheless. we have seen the

satisfactory results that Hertz obtained for the different factors.
and this is probably due to better standardization of procedure,and
a more objective scoring method.
When one oonducts a Rorsohach study with children, one
cannot help but mention the study done by Ames (1). Ames studied
650 normal children, aged two to ten, of above average inte11igenoe, and recorded norms for these children.
One of the original purposes of this thesis Was to compare the asthmatic children with Ames· ten year old children
(since mean ages are similar).

However, Ames' ten year old cb11dxen

9
have a mean number of responses totalling only 16.80, whereas the

asthmatic child in this study has a meap. number of responses equal
to 24.53.

Due to this disparity, which would effect all other de-

terminants. no comparison could be made.

The reader, however, 1.

given these facts in order to acquaint him with the extensive study
done by Ames and the disparity in productiVity between the asthmallc
ohild and the non-asthmatic ohild.
The question now arises, what are some of the research
theories ooncern1ng the asthmatio oh1ld?

As previously noted, the

literature 1s voluminous in relation to general theories of asthma.
The llterature on Rorschach administrat10n to asthmatic ohildren 18
minute in comparison.

It will be noteworthy to record some of the

more pertinent and important theories of asthma

8S

related to ohild

ren, and seoondly. the aotual research carried out with the Rorschaoh
Ink-Blot Test in this sphere.
Asthma is not a new disease entity.
has been known for

many

thousands of years 10

On the contrary,

i~

The word itself comes

from the Greek,('~I,Wh1ch means panting. In the oourse of time,
innumerable theories have been advanced to explain the disease. Of
all the causes that have been suggested, the two factors to be

co~

sidered of importance today are the constitutional, and the psyohological.

The specific importanoe given to each factor depend

the point of view of the writer.

on

Generally. it is agreed that both

play a part in the disease picture.
Practically all authorities are agreed that asthma is not
strictlY hared! 'tarv,

10

Wood (37) mentions that allergy oan strike the psyohio
oenters and oause oharaoter ohanges, as·well as effeoting the eye,
ears, nose, gastrointestinal traot, or the respiratory and motor
areas of the brain.

He believes that oharaoter ohanges due to an

allergio reaotion oould well result in the developing of a "problem
ohild".

That physioal allergy of the brain oan oause emotional

ohanges, as well as a psyohio disorder oausing somatio ohanges, is
a point that Wood believes physioians and psyohologists should be
more oognizant of.
Maxwell (27) writes that the psychologioal factor in
asthma is perhaps the most important single factor in produoing the
asthmatic attaoks.

Any kind of nervous tension plays a major part

in the oausation of an asthmatio state.
strauss (33) believes that we oannot olassify asthma as
a psyohoneurosis, but lle feels that psyohio factors oontribute to
the asthma syndrome in greater degree than has been thought likely.
The author of this artiole bas four pOints of view on this matter,
namely: (1) that asthma may, in oertain oases, be oomplexly determined; (2) a person is likely to develop the asthma syndrome if he
is a deviate from the norms of his sooial group; (3) an asthmatio
attaok is likely to ensue when it (the attaok) suits the asthmatio
subjeot's unoonsoious or preoonsoious purposes; and (4) allergio
individuals who live under extreme stress and strain are liable to
exhibit the asthma syndrome.
Gillespie (19) oontends that asthma is not oaused by

11
psyohological factors alone, but that asthma. from the

na~ure

of

the attaoks, is made up of a reaction to stimuli that oould be
either physical, or psychological.
"Not only may psychologioal faotors in the shape of
emotions or ideas elioit individual attacks, but
they may aot in continuing fashion to produoe a state
of tension which every now and then may reach explosion
pOint and express itself in an asthmatic paroxysm."
Clarkson (15) notes that the parent's invasion of the
asthmaticts psychio life could markedly influence the affective
states of the child.

He postulates several points that he be-

lieves are common to a varying degree in nearly every oase of
asthma.

These oharaoteristios are: (l) an intensification of

emotion by allergio or bioohemical faotorsj(2) in a oertain

percen~

age of cases the psychological phenomena are dependent on a disordered bioohemistry; (,) if the latter factor is not adequately
treated, there is a continuanoe of an intense emotional life; (4)
acoording to the ohild's temperament, this may work as a "retreat
into illness" or a psychopathic way of esoaping from reality; (5)
asthma's peculiar nature (variety of attaoks, occurrenoe, ete.) may
be explained for the most part by the frequent repetition of the
original stimulation, which leads to ohangeable psychic derivatives
that eventually enter the life of the person and at any point may
lead to an attack; (6) where the psychic factor

predominates.thera~

is prolonged and uncertain; and, finally, the author states (7) "in
a small but definite proportion of oases asthma is the expression
of a psychosis".

12
Tr~ig and Ripley

(35) studied fifty-one adult patients,

twenty-eight women and twenty-three men.

They found that all the

subjects showed marked insecurity and a great need for protection
and affeotion from some parent or parent-figure.

The patients were

egocentric, seclusive. moody and emotionally immature. "Oonspicuous
in the attacks was anger which was

D&1

openly expressed."

This

anger was seen to be followed by frustration, and inadequacy feelings.

When emotions were aired, symptoms were less severe.

The

authors conclude that bronchial asthma and its associated symptoms
may be oonsidered as ttconstituting an effeotive means of 'shutting
out' or 'shutting in' which limits the individual's participation
in the situation about him".

These aforementioned modes of reactkr:

may be considered defenses of the asthmatics studied.
Hurst (24) believes that individuals are born with the
asthma diathesis.

However, he states that every asthmatic can

rive much benefit from "good advioe".

de-

Although he believes that

bronchial asthma is constitutional, a contradiction seems to be

pre~

sent when the author notes that many asthmatics are not allergic at
all, but that their attaoks are caused by psychical stimuli.

He

contends that in many cases the first asthmatic attack follows an
acute bronchial infection, with a resulting attack after colds or
bronchitiS at later dates.

From this fact follows the theory that,

lithe most common psychological exciting cause in asthma is expectation".

An asthmatic who has been accustomed to having attacks at

specific times or places is likely to continue to do so when the

13
allergic causes have ceased to operate.

•

Thus it is seen that this

authority,a1though holding to a constitutional viewpoint,be11eves
that psychical ohanges oan ooour to preoipitate asthmatic attaoks
at later stages of development.

He seems eo1eotio in his theory of

asthma, although not aotua11y admitting it in so many words.
Rogerson (30) states:
"In my experienoe the asthmatio ohild tends to be of a
speoial personality type oharaoterized in its purest form
. by the following features: he has an intelligenoe above
average, he is unstable, aggressive and quick to respond,
and he is over anXious, inseoure and unselfoonfident."
He also is of the opinion that one of the most important,but least
appreoiated effeots of the psyohologioal factor in asthma is that
the organism is more sensitive to physical factors, regardless of
what they might be, whioh produoe the attaok.

Rogerson further be-

lieves that there is an unusual quality to the relations between tb
ohild and its mother and/or father.

However, he modifies this by

saying that not every over-proteoted ohild develops asthma.
It is interesting to note that Rogerson (30) believes
asthmatio ohildren are above average in inte1ligenoe. The views on
this point are oonf1ioting.

The majority of authorities believe

that the asthmatio ohild is no different, intelligence-wise, than
the normal average ohi1d.

This faot is more olear1y seen in the

following three studies.
In 1929 Balyeat (13) published an article in which he
olaimed that al1ergio ohildren are mentally and physioally superior
to the average.

His estimate of intelligenoe was based on the OtiS

14
• same
Self-Administering Tests given to eighty allergios and the

number to non-allergies.
In 1937 Piness, Miller and Sullivan (28) studied one
hundred forty-five allergies, and one hundred and five controls.
They found that asthmatio ohildren are very similar in intelleotual
level to a normal group with the variations of a normal group_

The

median I.Q. of the allergios was found to be 104.1, of the oontrole
105.

They tested with the Stanford-Binet, Goodenough, Detroit Pri-

mary and National Intelligence.
Chobot, Spadeveoohia, and De Sanotis (6) tested one hundred sixty-nine ohildren, with suitable oontrols, and also found nc
signifioant differenoe in I.Q.
five years to fifteen years.
years and seven months.

These ohildren ranged in age from
The median age for the group was ten

The Pitner Personality Outline and Pupils

Portrait Test were also administered and the authors found that the
allergio girl is emotionally more stable than the allergio boy_
Another finding was that allergio ohildren show all degrees of as..;.
oendanoy and submission, extroversion and introversion, the tendanoy being slightly toward submission and introversion for the· group
as a whole.
Riess and Oillis (29) studied 139 ohildren, patients in
pediatric and allergy olinios of a New York hospital.

They ranged

in age from eight years to sixteen years, with no speoifio seleotion as to sex.

The Pitner, Loftus, Forlano, Alster Aspeots of

Personality Test was administered to them, and it was concluded

15
from the results that the allergic child tends towards asoendance,
extroversion, and emotional instability'.

This was almost the oppo-

site of the Chobot et al. study previously noted.

They (Riess and

Oillis) also stated that "allergy tends to be accompanied by person
ality constellations which differ markedly from those found in normal, non-allergic children".
The research done with Rorsohach Administration to asthma
tics is confined to three studies.

The study of Fine (39) is the

most illuminating of all.
Wellisoh (36) in his researoh mentions various theories
of asthma, some of whioh were already discussed (19, 24, 30, 33).
After stating these various theories, the author then describes his
findings in a Rorschach test administered to an eleven year old
asthmatio girl.

The results in this partioular case tend to show

the child to be extratensive, have OPPOSitional tendencies, strong
inner oonfliots, insecurity, anxiety, and great senSitivity.

The

author demonstrates the value of the Rorschaoh for psyohotherapy in
asthma.

H e states that the Rorsohaoh test "gives an objeotive

orOSB seotion of the personality struoture which is a valuable
check to subjeotive clinioal impressions".

Projeotive painting of

the .response he believes inoreases the exactness of the material.
Finally, the author believes the Rorschach is an aid in psychotherapy because it can be valuable in conjunction with other tests,
and also in uncovering latent content that can be arrived at
through free aSSOCiation.

16
Schetia (32) studied thirty-nine adult asthmatics at an
allergy clinic and one seventeen year old asthmatic boy. The adult
asthmatics were composed of thirty-two women and seven men. Sohatia
concludes from the results of his researoh that the subjeots

suffe~

ing from asthma are psychoneurotio, as determined by Miales signs
on the Rorschaoh.
The only study done at this time and in this country
utilizing the Rorsohaoh Ink-Blot Test with asthmatic children is
that of Pine (39). He used a battery of projeotive tests,one of
whioh was the Rorsohach, and administered them to Sixty olinic
patients, thirty asthmatiCS. and their thirty non-asthmatic sibline
The asthmatios ranged in age from six years-two months to thirteen
years-ten months.

The mean age was ten years -.63 month.

The re-

sults of the tests on these children were compared with their nonasthmatio siblings.

Significant factors

8S

to the use of certain

determinants, card preference, etc. were also tabulated.

The autho

describes the asthmatic boy generally as strongly introversive, but
despite this, unable to withdraw from external stimulation.

He

shies away from emotional entanglement. but when emotionally involv
ed, he is apt to be explosive, unoontrolled and uninhibited.

The

girl, on the other hand, has two outstanding features in her person
ality.

There is a strong preferenoe for emotional entanglements,

and an unpleasant father-image.

She is like the boy in being intro

versive and unoontrolled when emotionally involved. Asthmatics are
distinguished from their non-asthmatic siblings in six respects,
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namely: they are more introversive, oral drives are espeoially

.

strong (oral responses on the Rorsohaoh that involve the mouth or
some mouth aotion), they are more dependent, they are more explosive and unoontrolled, they are apt to be more oonforming, and they
have a more unpleasant father-image.

As noted previously, this

study was performed with olinio patients, and also predominantly
non-Cauoasians (forty per oent negroes).

Fine also noted that

asthmatios expressed a pronounoed aversion to oard IV; used oolor
without definite form to a prominent degree; had an appreoiable
difference in the use of the concept water as a main or part of the
main response idea for the boys as well as for the girls; and that
the girl uses more oolor than the boy.

He emphasizes the large

num~

ber of space responses involving oral activity, that are either
main or additional.

This fact is important in that orality is in-

terpreted by him as relating to the bronohial asthmatio's diffioulty in breathing during an attaok.

This is found to a

significan~

degree in his research.
The reader has noted that this study was conducted with
predominantly non-Caucasian ohildren of a clinio group. The literature on asthmatios mentions the fact that asthmatios generally
come from broken homes.

The following two studies exemplify this.

Gane's (40) study showed the fathers of eleven of the
twenty children studied to be away from home.

In steinerfs (42)

researoh, he found that allergio children oome from broken homes
significantly more often than non-allergic children.
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From the review of the literature one sees certain

persot~

ality indicators that are present in the asthmatic child. For the
purpose of clarification and emphasis, the writer will summarize
the various theories of authorities oited in this chapter.
Asthma is a disease entity that has been known since the
time of the Greeks.

Present day theories of the asthmatic's per-

sonality differ to a degree, but there is general agreement on certain major points.

There is little doubt that a psychological

or has a part in the asthma diathesis.

fact~

It has been shown that al-

lergy can strike various oenters of the person's body to cause
character changes (37).

This point appears to be held either im-

plicitly or explicitly by all authorities mentioned.
There is general agreement on certain theories, other
than the aforementioned direct psyohological factor, of asthma. The
reader has seen that Maxwell (27), strauss (33), and Gillespie (19)
all believe that any kind of nervous tension plays a major part in
causing the asthmatic state.

This nervous tension may be due to

the individual being under severe stress and strain.

Psychological

factors active in the form of emotions may also produoe a tension
in the indiVidual.
There is an agreement on the effeot of parental supervision, and affeotion or lack thereof, in the asthmatic child's
life.

Clarkson (15) pOints to the parent's invesJon of the psychic

life of the child as an influenoe on the affective states of the
child.

Treutig and Ripley (35) note that there is a need for pro-
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tection and affection from some parent or parent-figure.

~ogerson

(30) states that there is an unusual quality in the relationship
between the father and mother.

This might easily be transmitted

either consciously or unconsciously to the child.

Fine (39) con-

cludes that the asthmatic child has an unpleasant father-image.
The asthmatic child is viewed by Rogerson (30), Treutig
,

and Ripley (35), and Wellisch (36) as showing marked signs of insecurity, anxiety, and lack of self confidence or insecurity.
Following is a summarization of those theories that are
in disagreement as to the psychological makeup of the asthmatic. A
disagreement is seen when Rogerson (30) and Balyeat (13) state that
the asthmatic is above average in intelligence. However, other studies deny thiS, namely those of Chobot et al.(16), and Piness, et al.
(28), who found that the child is average in intelligence. The
majority of authorities on asthma seem to corroborate this fact.
Fine (39) observed the asthmatic child to be introversive
in his experience-balance type, while Wellisch (36) believes the
child to be extratensive.

Studies conducted by Chobot, et al.(16)

plaoe the asthmatio as submissive and introverSive. This study was
conducted with the Pitner Personality Test. Another study (29) conducted with the same test shows the asthmatic child tending toward
asoendance and extroversion.
A final disagreement ocours when Schatia (32) calls
asthmatios psychoneurotics, and Strauss (33) denies this diagnosis.
Schatia's study was conducted with adults, and one seventeen year
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old boy.

None of the studies oited in this chapter attempt to

arrive at a definite olinical diagnosis" of the children. Therefore,
Bohatia's and Strauss' disagreement is of little importanoe at the
present time.
The important thing is to recognize what basio

personali~r

indicators are present in the asthmatio ohild. With all the aforementioned facts in mind, the present stlldy will attempt to arrive
at a quantitative description of the responses of these ohildren to
the Rorsohaoh test.

The resulting oomparison with norms of normal

non-asthmatio ohildren will be made to see how the ohildren differ.

OHAPTER III
DESIGN OF Tllli ImS:KARCH

The Rorsohaoh test was admin1stered to forty children.
twenty-six boye and fourteen girls, who ranged in age from nine
7eare-Olle month to twel'V8 yeara-eleven months.

The mean ace for

the boys was 127.56 aonths (10.6' 7ears) with a standard deviation
of .95.

The sirl. had a mean age of 1}2.96l1Onths (11.08 years)

with a standard deViatlon of }.07.

The mean age tor the group

WBS

129.36 months (10.78 years) with a standard deviation of 1.92.
There was no signiflcant dlfferenoe found between the ages of the
boys and tbe girls.

The t. soore was .52.

The t-aoore refers to the difference

~etween

means for

the b07s and the sirla on all the sooring oategories of the H.orschaab.

There was no oritical ratio computation conduoted for

Table V because the miscellaneous oontent responses dld not oocur
to an appreciable degree in the reoorda.
A t-aoore of 2.025 is conaidered stat18tioally signifioant at the five per oent level of oonfidenoe.

A t-soore of 2.712

i8 oonaidered statistically signifioant at the one per oent level

of oonfidence.

Both of theae figures assume an N of forty. with

thirty-eight degrees of freedom.
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The children 1n 'th1. study

pedlatric and allergy praoti~
sutfering trom asthma.

were private patients in a

They were diagnosed medical17 as

Theae ohildren were undergoing medical

treatment at the t1me of the testing.

None of the children had

ever been under peyoholog1oal or psyohiatric care.
The 1ndividuals in thi. atudy do not, 1n any instance,

come tftm a home where one of the parents 1s e1 ther dead, separated
or 41 TOroed troll hie or her mate.
'feste were carried out in the pediatric1an's ott1ce on
daye when no appOintments were Boheduled tor the pediatrician. If'

the parente acoompanied the oh11d, they were told not to come 1nto
the t.stine room, and all complied with the instructions.
The ohild was .eated to the left of the experimenter at
an average sized oftloe d.sk.

The deek was cleared exoept for the

testing matenus. which consisted of Rorsohach carda, paper, pen.
atop-watch, and. looation chart.

This experimenter waa aeated a

little behind the child so he oould

.&8i17 view any movemente of

the oa.rd.
The Rorsohach Ink-Blot Teat 1s composed of a standard

eeriee of ten ink blot piotures.

The oa1"48 an white and are seven

1 The physioian who diagnosed these ohildren a9 haVing
asthma i8 a Diplomate of the Amerioan Board of Pediatrics, a mambal
of the American Academy of Pediatrios, the American Aoadem, of
Alleru. and the American College of Allergists, ae well u
president ot the Ohicago Pediatrio Sooiety_

by

nine and one-half inohes, each baviD4S a 8yzDlletrteal ink blot

printed on 1t. Tbey are ll'WIbered oon.eouti....ly from I to X. Five
of tbe oarda are acbromatio

( I. IV, V. VI, VII) and tive are ohro-

matic (II, III, VIII, IX, X), the first two being red and blaok,and
the las' three belng multi-oolored in pastel shadee.
Prior to the teating se•• lon, a time limit ot from ten to
twenty minnte., depending on the mood of the subject, was aet aside
to alloy tor adequate rapport to be e.tablished between te.tor and
teatee.

'fbia s.asion usuallY dealt with talk of the weather. 8ince

lt wu an um1auallJ warm sumater. sporta, and other topiCS which

children at tbat age are intereated in.

In all

oa888

it was felt

that the sub3eota were very muoh at e&ae, and not at all threatened
by tbe situation.
The teohn1que used 111 administering tbe test was that of
Klopfer and Kelley (8). When tbe t ••tins started, the to1low1ns
statement was made (8) i "You !mow

lOU

oan drop ink on a sheet of

paper, fold it, aqueeze lt and when you open it, find a p1cture".
fbi. was aocompanied bY' the appropriate geatures, and alao acknow-.

ledgment of the tact 'that perhaps the sub3ect bas done thte sort of
thina himself (or her.elf).

. oards before

lOU

After tbis the following was said. "The

have been made 1n the

show them to you, one at a time.

8ame

way t

IlDd

I am going to

How people see all aorta of

things 1n theae ink blot pictures, eo you tell me what you e•• ,
What it might be for you, or what it make. you think of."

Any

questions as to quantity of responses per oard, turning the cards,
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etc •• was reflected by the statement

·t~at·8

up to you". As each

oard wue presedad it waa acoompanied b;y the remark, "what migh't

th1s be-. or "what does this remind you

on".

lone ot the subjects

asked about the purpose of 'the atop-watoh or 11' they bad to do the
test in a oertain time.
!he

1n~r.r

was administered after the ohild responded to

a11the carda the firat time they

YeN

presente".

There are variou-t

tn8011.es relating to the administration ot the ROl"8chaoh to oh11d18f
and •• poc1al17 to whether the inqUiry should immedlately folloy the

responses to the oard, or should be given after the performanoe
proper.
Sw1ft ('4) belieYEts the young child (pre-sohool 1n thl.
ca.e) DlUst be enoourased constantly in the performanoe of the
task.

She uses an inquiry a.fter each responae.

allow any rotat1on of the oard.

Ford (12) does not

She stresees a demonstration rath-

er than a lot ot talking ln the instructions to the child, and uaea
a trial blot.

Itord bell eves that

teating youns ohildren.

8.

trial blot i8 important when

Klopfer and Margulies (26) believe that

the child should constantly be enoouraged. to parmi t perai81ent
attention to the tau.
Sinoe these asthmatio ohildren are between nine an4
twelve year. of age inolusive, it was felt by the author that the
ohild could perform the ,ask b,. u8ing the standard adult procedure.
~h18

new

18 al80

taken b7 Halpern (6). who bellevee that moat

'"

children of f1ve ,ears and oyer can go
adult does.

~hrough
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the test as the

Halpern etates that in general "the closer to stand-

ard torm the teet procedure adheres t the more objeot1ve the interpretation of the findings 18 likely to be:' She further contends
that cards that are refused in the initial presentation Should always be presented onoe more in the inqu117.

The same prooedure

was also followed 'td th the obildren in this atudy.

Testing ot tho limits was used atter the inquiry on the
second presentation of the oarda.

~he

testing ot the limits t how-

ever. was preoeded by a request for oard preference. 'rhe card preference was retined a bitt in that the child was aaked to plaoe the
cards in two stacks.

Those oards be liked beat were pluoed in one

staok and those he liked the least in the other stack.
stack he wae told 'to put the one liked

liked least on the bottom.

l!!!l

In each

on top, and the one

rhus the child was inntructed that he

would have one oard which he would 11ke best of the best. and one
card whioh he would dislike moat of the least or

~!ke

leas; of the

leAst. Before this procedure was followed the subject repeated the
directions so that the experimenter could asoertain if the ohild
understood.

When this was finished, the child waa asked which was

whioh, and then 'the child would point out or hold up those cards

whioh were aaked for in the instructione.

In faot, every Ohild

said "This I 11ke best of the best. and this least (it the

l~Aot."

It wa.s felt that in thi. way a record of card preference would be
obtained that had, b7 degrees, refined the carda to the exact one.
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which the subject either oared tor or disliked the most.

The

reason for this wae that the oards th*t were eventuall1 considered
to be the bost by the children were tor the great major! ty of
asthmatios due to the ease with which they obtained their various
By inquiring why the.1 liked one particular card best of

concepts.

all those they put in the stack denoting thi., ga.ve the author a

true reason tor their chOice of the one particular oard.

Thus an

aocurate interpretation to their card preference was possible. Th.
writer f •• ls that thie 1£1 tar more valuable than asking the ohtld
simply to pick the oard he liked best, and the oard he liked leaat.
As in the administrat1on, the 8coril1& was done according
to Klopfer'. (8) system.

The scoring symbols and the1r meaning are

as follows:
kgoation ga"Boti!8

W .. Whole blot

D • large usual det&11
d • small usual detail
Dei • unueual detail

S • white apace

14 • figures 1n hwaan-l1ke movement
PM • animals in animal-like movement

m • abstract ·or inanimate movement
k • shading a8 three-dimensional expanae projec'ied

on a two-dimensional plane (x-ray. topographical.

map)
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Determirum1titl. oontinued
K • ahad1l'l& as diffusion (amoke or olouds)

FIC • shading as three-dimens1onal expanse in nata or
perspeotift
F :: torm on13. not enlivened
Fe • shading 88 surface appearanoe or texture.

undifferentiated

o • •hading as texture (undifferentiated)
O' • aohromatio surface oolor

Fa - definite torm with bright oolor
OF • definite oolor with indef1nite form
C - oolor on17
02n~en!

catgo:r,,!

H • hu.man figure.

Hd • parts of human figurea, not anatom1oal
A • animal f1gtU"e8

Ad • parts of 11V1na animals

AO b3

=fur slc1na.

sku.lla and the 11ke

Obj • all kinds of man-made objeots
N • nature (lW1dsoapes. mountains,

other o"nor.v)

riven, and

P • popular
sum 0 ::

EO + g

OF +
2

'2

Mean and me cU. an value. for eaoh

BOO ring

catesoX7. &lons

1th tbe standard deViationa, were oomputed tor the boys as a
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group, for the girls as a group, and fipally tor both groups
combined, which Vill comprise the total group.

The results ot

thee. statistical methode were compared with the mean and median
values 01 the respeoti".

8COrins

oategories in LedV1t11·. (41)study.

The statistioal formulae used were obtained trom Guilford (S).

One has to be aware of the l1m1tations engendered in
using norms from 3em.ona's elae reaearch.

fhere is el.81. a lack

ot adequate information as to the identity of the group ot normal
Children, their personality makeup, the oonditione under whicb the
testa were administered and various other factors.

For example,

LedWith's ohildren were tested from six years to eleven years,teata
being

~peated

ever.y year.

This vould arouse skeptioism in the

author's mind, sinoe the degree of familiarity With the teet after
the aecond year

ot teat1ng becomes l!!9h greater.

However t the appe-

81te View 1.JUJ:S be had on judg1ng others t norma, namely that these
ohildren really are normal, vell adjusted children and the faotore
under which the test1ng oocurred were optimum.

Oomparison Will

therefore be made w1 th theee faots in mind.
Each

Ro~ohaoh

reoord was scored on the Q8¥ of adm1n1atra

t1on, again within the next week. and once aga1n at the t1_ of
data analys1e, to 1ncrease the aoouraoy.

The recorda were a180

rechecked as to accuracy ot ecorine, by an ind1v1dual trained 11'1
the Roraohaoh method.

Arq

d1fferenoe that oocurred on the buds of

sooring was discussed and a final deois1on was reaohed.

agreements were

117 oorreoted.

6 ..

A few d18-

..
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Original responses were scored, and since a response is
considered original only if it appears once in one hundred records,
comparison was made with a group of people conducting a normative
study with younger ohildren.

However, because their study was with

younger ohildren, and the experience of the writer is confined to
the number of ohildren tested in this study, originals were not
statistioally oomputed.

Another reason was the fact that the lit-

erature does not report what would be common or original, so far as
content for asthmatic children is concerned.
There has been no mention of form quality in these record
of the asthmatiC child.

There are two reaSons for this. First,

since these were children being tested, one could not expect them
to respond with the same quality as one would expect of an adult.
The author and checker were aware that the asthmatic was

respondin~

in reference to the reality of a child, and a child's experiences.
Secondly, the author cannot use other studies and their findings
relation to form minus responses.

~

The research of Hertz (7) applie

to adolesoents age twelve to sixteen.

This does not affect the

nine, ten, and eleven year old asthmatics. Ames (1) uses Hertz's
(7) method, and also states that if the F+ responses are not found
in Hertz's study, then one should judge the response as "more or
less accurate than other responses scored F+".
ion seems to apply to F-.

The same distinct-

Halpern (6) does not truly differentiate

for the reader her basis for sooring F-, or where she obtains such
a rationale in scoring.

Therefore, due to the lack of agreement in
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other studies with normal children, and an absence of norms for
form quality for younger children and/or asthmatics, F- was not
scored.

However, it was considered in the scoring because the

records were judged on the basis of what one could expeot from a
ohild.

In all oases the responses were elaborated enough that the

soorer and the oheoker felt no F- soore was warranted.
Since the present study is being compared with a study of
normal children, the literature shows that Ledwith (41) presents in
table form the mean and median values of the Rorsohaoh factors at
age levels six years-eight months through eleven years-eight
respeotively.

month~

This study was conduoted with 138 normal ohildren

and not with asthmatic ohildren.

The same ohildren were tested at

yearly intervals from six years-eight months through the eleven
year period.
Ledwith's ten year-eight month old group will be compared
to this writer's mean age group of ten years-eight months.Ledwithts
statistios are for ohildren who have an I.Q. between ninety and 109
A point that the writer feels should be brought to the
reader's attention is that of the intelligenoe of the asthmatio
ohildren. No intelligenoe tests were administered; however, sinoe
these ohildren were from a private pediatrio practioe, and thus
were not a olinio olientele, the sooio-eoonomic statue of the
is undoubtedly higher.

grou~

Therefore, the probable above average in-

telligenoe of these ohildren may be refleoted in their extensive
use of varied oontent oategories, and overall Rorsohaoh protoool
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(Chapter IV, page 32).

~

This fact should be kept in mind in evalua-

ting the children's performance.

CHAPTt:R IV
ANALYSIS OF TID" Rl-:SULTS

The data ,lresented in this chapter represents the results
of this study of forty asthmatio ohildren, aged nine to twelve
years.

i~very

study hae ·ita own partioular mode of des1gn.

There-

fore, when a comtA:.:.riaon is made with the study oonducted. by Ledwith

(41), only those oategories whioh are oomparable will be considered
The boys in the group, on the average,
to their or("dit, and took a little

mor(~

h.:~d

more responses

time to respond to the

total carda and to the ohromatio oards than did the girls.

The

faot should be noted that although there 1s no signlflo;\j:nt differ-

enoe

bet~een

the number ot

res~onees

for the boys, and

the differenoe (6;:rS) is 81}preo1able.

th~

girls,

Irhe author is awt:tre of the

I1mttatlon and oaution thu.t one should aplly in evaluating and interpret1nt;; in the light of this uisorep:'l.noy.

'1'he rf.!I.-lS0n for

t~is

is that all sooring oategories may possibly be effeoted by the mere

differ.ence in the number of responses.
ThfJ boys in the group on the average, ha.d ;',ore responses

to their oredit, and took a little more time to respond to the
total Oeirda tmd to the

ohrom.:~t10

oards than did

th~

girls.

There

was no a.ppreoiable d1fforence between the ohromatio and aohrom'ltio
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cards.
In pneral. children are not near17 as produotlve on the
Rorschach as adults are.

The number ot responaea thel' g1ve ranges

from sero to twenty with a mean between ten and tl fteen , depending
pon the ace of the subject.

Klopfer (6) states that tor adult.

be a'"race l'lWIlber of reeponee. talla wlthin a range of twent,- to
ort7-tlYe.

Thu, one mlght conjecture that this comparativelY

a.se number of responees for the.. ohildren may indicate a
1 va need tor completion or quantity.

compul~

The asthmatic ohild may

al80

e ea1d to be peroeptual.ly reapoDa1". and recapt!"e ot the world
bout him. pOBs1b17 more aware than the 8'ft1rqe child.

Table I illustrate. theee facts.
fABLI 1
Ht.l'IitImI or USPOlfSIS Am> tDI COMtJN:tm D R8:ACrDm
1'0 tHE RORSCrttACH CARDS or FORn ASTllJ4AfIC CHILDREN
Meatl.
• • ·~·=t_~~.=s~a 4fti..
10,. Girl. 'total
Bop 0lrl. to_I 801a
Girla '1'ota1
. .28

foW
time

n.m.

p_

h8p01l..

a8.OV 26.33 25.18

15_

:v.reaot,
to
AOhro.Cda 12.18 12.51 12.30

aoo....

)4
An 1nepection of Table II (Pas- '5) .hows that three

location oategorle. significantly differentiate between the asthma-

tic boy and glrl.

The boys ahow a signifioant difterenoe fro. the

8irla in the amount of whole detatl used, unusual detail. and per
cent of unusual plus spaoe detail.

The

U8e

of additional space re-

sponees almost reaches the five per cent levelot oonfidenoe. and
one mIght speoulate on this as a trend toward a signifioant 41fterence it a larger group of sub3ects were uti11zed in this stud7.
The aathmatio b07 and girl uses whole responses to a
greater degree

tb~

normal.

Thi. emph..i8 on W tenda to lea4 the

t.

vri tel' to the bypoth••ie that the asthmatio oh11d. 8inoe the w
are of good quaIl t7 and the
record), p088.aee8 the

fOral

1.....1 1s hip (no F-' 8 in any

ab111",y of VieWina the relatively separate

faoets of his experienoe as an interrelated whole.

fhe asthmatio

utllizes an averaae amount of large usue.! detail in his reaction to
the Rorschach oarde.

Tbis seems to indicate that the ohild reoog-

nizes everyd"1 problema and taots, and bas a oenain practioal, c
moy;sense approach tor dealing with them.

Kove~r,

the ohild do••

use small usual detail, and thie 18 rather rare in children. .The
presenoe of this small usual detaili8 sugge.tive of distraot1bili ty or

etforta at esoape and B'Y014ance.

This Il8Y stem trom inae

tty on the part of the child. and tbUs he eliDas to whatever small
aspects of 11f. f • situationa he
from.

der1~.

sati.faction and certaInty

There tore t even while po••e.sing a oeMa1n amount of common

_ens. 1n recogn1z1nc and deallns with eftl"1da,y problema. the child
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use thi. oommonsense only for the

t~lng8

in which he 1. secure,

namely the mil'lUt1ae of 11t••

The uee of additional space respons•• 18 interesting 1n
the l1ght of their extenat.- appearance 1n the asthmatic's record.
One might speculate that tbis i8 a reflection ot the cMld·. own

senee of lnadequ.acy t ineecurt t1. or general 1nautt1cleno,.

great

ma~Or1""

The

of the.e additional apace respona.s lnwl.... oral

actlv1t,. • The experience balanoe of the ohild 18 also Yaactlla'tlns

between

intrb~r.ionand ~b1.~alltl.

Due to theee two tacts, tbe

autbor 18 led to bypotbeaia. that tbe inseourlty is due to tbe pbJs10al state ot tbe ohild, wbich possibly lim1ts the cblld 1n hi.
aot1vities with others, and their View of bim.

That thie i8 pres-

ent 1n an 1ntroYere1.a setting possibly sussests oppo.it1onal tendenoies directed toward the self. in the torm of d.stl'Uctl'f'8 or self
crt tical (the latter more likely) tendenCies.

Because an amblequal

etate ls aleo present, this m8¥ lead to indecls10n or ambivalenoe
1n the ohild's adjustment.

Since. as state4 :prenously, the child

1s between introwreion and ambiequaUt,., the ..tbmat1c may be self
critical and undeclded in his mode of beha'Y1or and a4juetment. fb1.

hypothesi. sa1ns further support later on, when

'I: ls discus.ed.

Thus from the oontents of Table II the author conjecture.

that the asthmat!c child pos.esees '\be abl11t1 to view the relat!Ye

11 aepara'. facets of hls expertenoe .. an interrelated whole.

In

Y1ewing the •• experience., the ohild 1s aware of their occurrencs
1n his ever;yday lite and problema.

Howe....zo, there

Ilfq

be cena1n

. '6

tth1ngs in hi. daily 11fe situations which, although he i8 able to
~eal

.

with, through h1s use ot commonsense, at tbe same time tbere

!s something which militate. against adequate adjustment andcer~a1nty

in these dealiDis.

Thus the child clings to small things in

lite of wbich he .11. certain, and denWe satisfaction from. at,. the
same time avoiding things he ie insecure about.

Tbe various u-

pects of the asthmatic' e life that foster the feelings of insecur1 t7 or insufficiency may be the child t 8 asthmatic state.

This

could pODslbly curtail his behaVior in relation to activities with
other children and their resulting acoeptanoe. and also his status
in tho home in relatIon to parental over-protection, or even re-

Naturally. this is highly speculative, due to tbe lack of

jeotion.

a caee histor,J on these ohildren.

The presence of oppositional

tendenoies may be direated . .&inst tbe self in a critical attitude,
or lead to a etate ot ambivalence and ineeourity in the asthmatic
child's adjustment.
!he boys are signifioantly d1fferent from the girl. on
three determinant factors, namel,y= (1) they see more animal-like
movement; (2) shading as 8urface appearanoe or texture i. uaed
more 'by the bOYD; and (3) shad1ng as
a Vista

three-dimensional expanse 1n

or perspective 18 ut1l1zed to a e1gnif1cant amount by the

boys OTer

the girls.

The last two factors are s1gn1ficant beyond

the one per oent level of Qonfidenoe, eince a t-score of 2.712 1s

needed to attain this level.

..
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TABLE 11 •
tHE UIUdJ, l.1i.:DLUl, ;1TANDA1W DEVIATlo!~. AND I-VALUES
IN
LOCATION OAtHloRn~S OF fm1; RORS(HtACl1
fEst FOR FORn AST~A'l'lC CnILDRFlN

rrm

b=~~~W"~'·~~han"""'~:;;;-"--"·::.;.;;yar::.~-~-~r==-~Ue4~lf'f1Ian~:llljft!'ltlll~"ue~"'~==8-~S...~
... _IIlf.A·"·-~"'~dm~Fl=iaiii£'llt:1iil"on~jllllit-~""
~.

Gu1.

~!~f!.~~!l (. .. 2Gl_{J!"~4)

To'tal
lP40)
6.60

12.20

s

Boy.
6.88

Gl~!., r-~'tal BoD_ .a.s'tl! ToW

5.18

fL~J

5.80

4.1'1

2.41

3.11

2.46

11.18 11.00 lO.f1E

a.1~

8.&6

1.11

0.71

3.00 1.50

I.IE

3.70

4.38

3.83

0.12

1.10 0.00

0.00 1.24

1.11

2.&&

2.68

0.00 0.00

0.00 1.28 0.70

1.12

0.86

32.1a

31.71

33.08

28.11 29.50 21.88 23.1t 22.16 21.04

0.11

".11

62."

',.10

50.61 81.98 53.13 11.29 17.45 11.14

1.31

la.19

10.0'1

1h46

11.15 1.85

9.50 10.11 10.S1 10.46

o.ee

11.88

3.M

7.06

·6.00 0.00

a.eo

1.50

9.G? 1.00

9.66

8.2~

n.91

2.03

1.96 2.48

1.92

~.~ ... 19

1.99

Not signifioant. but nonetheless 1n"ereet1ng to note, 1.
that form
~er

respona~.

oomprise OVer fifty per oent. of the total nmm-

of respen... tor the two groupe as a whole f and the two groupe

conaidered .eparatel1.
rrom a further analysis of the use of determinant categorie.. • • •een in 'able III

(page'9). aenain pOinte are .een

"0

be ot importanoe.

Generall7, the respon.es tend to bulk 111 the left halt of
the peyohosram tor the asthma1$io boy. 81rl and to'tal ,:roup_

!he

left half includes the folloi·;ing determ.tnants:
FK.
are

The right half includes Fc,
separat~d

by

0,

~1,

FN, m, k, K, rmd

C', FC, OF and C. The two sides

the middle F oolumn.

The hypothesis is that a

psyohogram which hlJ>.a a majority of the responses on

th~

left side

tends to show a person that restructures his ,,,orld whfln he peroeiVe.

it, drawing heavily upon his needs and experienoe.
is that this type of
ing to it.

p~reon

The implication

reworks exterrull reality before reaot-

The reader has seen this to be t rue in the asthmatio's

use ot d, and his E3elf oritioal attitude.
The

ast~ltio

ohild's use of FK is interp,sting, in that

it is hypothesized that FK indioates an attempt by thp person to

handle his problems by introspeotive efforts.
fy hie problem by gaining a

p~rnpeotive

"

He tr.ies to objeoti-

on it, and thus, by putting

it at some distanoe, he i8 free to introspeot.

In any individual.

this 18 usually an aid to better adjustment, or at least a sign of
it.

The appear"j.nce ot }i'K along with S also seems to reinforoe the

hypothesis previously noted, that the ohild is oonsoiously aware 0'1
his feeling of inadequacy and insecurity.
One of the possible problems of the ohild is the total ab
sence ot c.

Little

ings, mOt'ltly on

fi

0

is lndioat1vp of

tlft'eotionJ~ll

physio!'-d oontaot basie.

nl':'ede f:ind orav-

An absenoe does not rne!3.n

the ohild does not want affeotion of this sort, but oannot
his desire for affeotion.

~~n1teet

i?oFlsibly the ohild ie afraid to show tl'l:!E

desire or nf'ed for aft'aotion d.ue to past unpleastint exppr1enoe when

this type of behavior wus attempted.

'9
The uae of Fo by the asthmatic sbows that the

a~fect10nal

cra'V1ng for oontact has been d1tterent1a:ted and refined into a mort!
oontrolled manifestat1on.

Tbe child 1s probab17 aware of hie de-

sire for appr.oval. belong1ngnees. end reapone1.... from othere.

One

might oonjecture that the child 1s sens1ti.... to othera beoause of

a

need to reoeive affection trom others.

This sensitiVity is

probably a tact:tQl awareness of the needs and feelings of other
/ people.

fhe l..,t statement is formalized on tile basis of the high

form per cent, - over fifty.

One might speculate ths.'t although tb4

oh1ld is capable of a more ncbly differentiated response to hi.
world, he is inhib1ted in such respollses, haVing repressed his ten·
dencies to aoknowledge and respond to his own inner needs and

act aooording to his own emotional reactions.

t~.

His adjustment rest

on stripping the personal a.nd 1ndividual eomponents trom expert.nOEl
This associated wlth whole responses may reflect inhibition

thro~~

oompuls!.... emphasis on organlza110n, or a compuls! ve metioulouan•• I

and correctness in relation to the d used.
Th1l8,one might say that the use of over fifty per cent.
F by the aethmatic ohild tends to show the ohild to be infleXible
or constrioted with compulslve elements.

This oompuleiv11y wu

alao ••en to be presen1 in the use of whole detail respons•••
The

relatlve~

small amount of M 1s not rare or abnormal

in the Roncbaoh records of children of tbis age.

The ohildren ha" ~

not as yet reached the stage developmen1al.l,y where a good m:uaber CI ~
M 1s to be expeoted.
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'the use of ani._l movement

:for ohildren.
group.

An

s~ema

wi th1rl the normal.

rrmae

emphasis ot I'M over M 1e not rare tor thi. ...

FM reepOfta8a generall1 8.en in any oonsiderable number

tend to show tbat impulses to immediate gratification are present.
The majority ot all oh1ldren manifest this type ot behaVior.
the uee of oolor by the asthmatic 18 not extreme 1n
senS8 of tha word.

anr

The average i8 under one response for t.hs FO,

OF. and 0 dete:nn1nsnts.

Sum 0 is a 11 ttle over one. 10 predomtJ'18!C811

over 8111 of the other eateBones.

ThUG one might speculate that

when thesEt children do respond to an eJlOt1onal provoking situation

.

the, respond With ready oontrol ant! without

1088

of reapons1ven••e.

This oontrolled reapons1 ven••a implies that the pereon oan respond
with both f ••line and aot1on appropriate to the emotional demands
of the 8ituation.

IloYever, beoause color i8 not used much

br

theae o.b.11dren. the hypotheSiS might oome to the reader t 8 mind
that the asthmatic ohild shies away or retreats trom 8001al situa-

t10ns that would lead to emotional reactions.

Such a point ot View

1s possible.
From an analysis of oon:ten"&. animals, animal details. and

object. oomprise the majorit7 of responses. Nature response. are
Aleo preftlent to a degne. haTing a tou1 occurrence 8irlrWO
t1mes out of the forty reoorda. Fit'ty-four ot these nature responaes are present in the records of the boys ..

Howeftr, the signifioant ditterone•• are seen to occur in
human response., human detail. an1ma.l objeots, and nature respona••

.
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TABLE III

THE MEAN J MJi:DIAli t STANDARI) DEVI ATI ON , AND T-VALURS
IN fHE DE~ERlUJANf CATEGORIES OF THE RORSOHAOH
1':EST FOl{ FORTY A8Tm·1ATIC OHILDRl'!N
'"

~i

.

:titan .a1...

Median value.

Standard

4w1a~tOA

(lop
P26 lC'G1r~
_14 tOtal:,
P40 Soft . -Glr18
, - " = ,,_total
.._ - _. ~.__ .!!r.A.~ TottJ.

...

Soot!!..-

0.00

0.13

1.12 1.21 1.16

0._

2.86 8.11

4.1' S.OC

3.00

2.28 1.11 2.04

..tt

0.86

0.110 0 • •

0.00 O.OC

0.00

1.06 0.62 0.97

0.11

II

0.23

O.W 0.20

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.69 0.63 0.64

0..••,

I

0.36

0.19 0.36

0.00 0.00 0.00

o.a

O.f!I1

0.80

",
'",.

0.f3

f).Of 0.10

0.00 0.00 0.00

1.0.. 0.26 0.69

a.oo

e.4a

0.18

18.80 16.21 14.$0 42.00 " ..00 16.11 11 ••1 le.06
2.88 0.91 2.00 2.04 0.10 1.80 1.S8 1.03 1.80

1.18

1.12

0."

PM

6.12

•

•

,

1.00

• 91

14.12 11.66 11.eo 11." 10.'5 12.80

O~46

8.1' 8.62

a.'1

3.11

0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 O.OG 0.00

0.00

0'

Q.88

O.f' 0.81

0.00 0.00

0.00

1.48 1.26 1.41

0.20

Fe

1••

0.19 0.88

1,).00 0.00 0.10

2.4:0

1.21 2.10

1.41$

or

0.31

0 .. 80 Q.3e

0.00 0.00 0,00

0.61

0.1& 0.86

0.76

C

0.08

o.u

0.10

t).OO 0 ..00

0.00

0.21 O.SI 0.30

~.80

;~;umO

1.21

1.11. 1.a1

0.83 1.00

1.00

1.11 3.23

-

2.'"

0.1'

The nature response. being e1gn1t106nt beyond t.he one per cent
level of oonfidenoe.

The asthmatiC boy u.ses these content theme_

more often tha."l the girle.
Since the con'tent of the responses reflects the brea.d'th
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1nt6J'EUl~8.

and nature of the lbdlv1dual'H

the as"hmatio child 18

piotured as possessing an above average number ot wide and varied
interests.

the high number of animal responses 11i normal tor

children ot all ages and SUBgest a stereotYP7 of response.

The

oomparatively large number ot H, Hd, a.tld At responses ••ems lndicat1 ve of an interest 1n J:lereone or in the eelf t along

est in bodily PEtrts and funotions..

1'11 th Hl

inter-

This Hems log1cal to I" child""

run afflicted with a pbys10al disease.

The large number of ob3eots

and nature responses also seeme to ahow thnt the QtC'thm..'1tio ohild
has a grow1ns awareness of th:1r..gs about him 1n 1'06.11ty ..

TABLE IV
~1F;DIJH:i. STANDARD DEVIATION, AND'lt-VALUIm
IN TID; OONT,KNT CA'.rEGOHIlt:H OF THE RO.RSOHACH T:r;3T

'rHE MEMi.

Ion PCH'1'Y AHTHfilAIl"IC OHILDREN

.....

a_.pri..

~-

...

...............

__ ....u.ue.

~

• • •aluee

01:&"1.!o1MtJ.

Do
(-:2~' ~~ i--='~'

.....~.""','-~"'-

B

_~rl.

total

Standard deviation

Bon _~!!!! " ~~_

t..
301)"_

r-"""~'"'-"""-

a.16 1.1. 1.80

2.1' 0.00 1.M

1••3 1.&1

1.64

2.16

B4

1._

0 •• 1.11S

1.00 0.00 0.68

1.18

o.sa

1.&1

2.44

A

8.31

'.43

8.00

1.06 1.10 '1.(11

4.32

3.02

3.04

0.11

J4

1.86 4 ..14 3.T.

3.10 3• .50 3.28

3.10

3.10

3.34

<>teo

JObj

0.13 0.19 0.00

O.fff

0.00 0.00

0.16 0.46

0.10

2.32

At

1.19 1.3t 1.:U;

O,,~3

t).75

1.30 1.91

1.55

0.29

O\).,

4.18 3.01

a.90

3.2.

2.11 3.00

4.40

2.40

3.aT

i.18

Pi

0.31

0.31

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.67 0.82

0.88

•

0."

'0."

2.0&

0.'"

1.65

l.as

2.32 0.18

2.06

3.01

-

p,

u

Ii<

'll'Il>l'

-

"IlL

0.80

0.00 0.98

. .-

-,

"'111_-"
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The other content responses do not appear to a '"great ex-

.

tent, as seen in Table V.

TABLE V
THE MEAN, MEDIAN, AND STANDARD DEVIATION IN THE
~SCELLANEOU8 OONTENT OATEGORIES OF 'lBE
RORSCHACH TE8TFOR FORTY ASTHMATIC CHILDREN
Ilean

Oategory

(1&26)

Talue.

(N~14)

Median ",alus

Boy,

G1rla

(1-40)
Total

Sex

0.00

0,07

0.01

0.00 0,00

Geog.

0.21

0,00

0.18

Art .. De•• 0,19

0,00

Oloud.

0,27

Blood

Standard deviation

Boy. Oil"18

To'Ml

0.00

0.00 0.26

0 ..1.

0.00 0.00

0.00

0.65 0,00

0.64

O,l!

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,12

0,00

0,61

0,14

0,20

0,00 0.00

0.00

0,52 0.35

0.47

0.00

0,07

0.03

0,00 0,00

0,00

0.00 0.26

0,16

firo&

0,18

0,00

0.08

0,00 0.00

0.00

0.32

0,00

0,26

Ma.sk

0.12

0,07

0,10

0.00 0.00

0.00

0,32

0.26

0.30

Smoke

O,US

0.01

0.13

0,00 0,00

0.00

0.36

0.26

0,33

01oth.

0,31

0.43

0,35

0,00 0.00

0,00

0.46

0,90

0,65

stiok

0,16

0,0'1

0.13

0,00

0,00

0,00

0.46 0,26

0,39

W1ru!

0,04

0,00

0.03

0,00 0.00

0.00

0.19 0.00

0,16

Water
Log.

0.27
0.04

0,21
0,00

0.25
0,03

0,00 0,00
0.00 0.00

0,00
0,00

0,62

Food

0.23
0,23

0,00

0.15

0.00

0,00

0.15

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

0.65 0 .. 66
0.19 0.00
0.50 0.00

0.00

0,69 0,00

0.51

0.00

0,03

0.00

0.03

0,00 0.00
0.00 0,00

0,00

Soen.

0,04
0,04

0.00

0.19 0.00
0.19 0.00

0.16
0.16

Branoh

0,00

0.01

0.03

0,00 0,00

0,00

0,00

0,26

0,18

Lava.

0.00

0,01

0,03

0,00

0,00

0.00

0.00 0.26

0.16

Stones

0,00

'0.01

0.03

0,00

0,00

0.00

0.00 0.26

0.16

--

X-ray
Explol.

Boy. Girls

~otal

0.16
0.42
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Table VI

1l1u8~rate.

the

ooo~rrenoe

of popular responsea,

the per oent of animal X'$8ponaee. of differentiated shading responsee, and of responses to the last three carde.
not contained 1n the table, but nonetheleae

Other factors

1mpo~ant

personality indioators, yield the following results.

Rorsohach ,
H+A exceeds

Hd+Ad seventy-seven per cent of the time for the boys, sixty-tour
per oent for the girls, and seventy-three per oent tor the total
group_

The 14 to Sum 0 ratio is equal to 0:0 to 0:1.5 ae..nt7.....eevf.tn

per oent of the time for the

b~18.

sixty-four per

o~nt

girls, and eevanty-three per oent tor the total group.
ereeting to note the
oee.

ex~t

for the
It i8 int-

agreement in these two separate 1nstan-

The lM+m to 10+0+0' ratio equal to 2:0 to 4:' sixty-f1ye per

oent of the t1me for the boy., e1ghty-six per oent tor the a1r1a,
and seventy per oent tor the total group.

F1nally. W is three

times M in eighty-one per cent of the OBses for the boys, seventyone per cent for tbe girls, and seventy-eIght per cent for the
total group.

The ayerage number of populars is vi thin the normal
range for ohi1dren ot ten years of age.

This merely suggesta that

the asthmatio ohild i8 percelving an experience in the way an
adult would reaot to that experience.

From tb1s it seema that the

chlld is getting along fairly well with hi. peers.

That is he 18

not reaot1ng at all h1s lite e1tuHt10ne the "'&:1 an adult would react. but ae a ohild does.
The differentiated

8had1~

responses are les8 thaD

~ne-qua.rter

of the F responses 1n tbe

~oord.

•
of the 88thmatie

~11d.

This leads the author to speoulate that there tends to be

~enlal,

repression or un4erdeYelopment of the need for affection.

Phis bJpotbee18

18

bolstered b7 the total lack of

record, and hie desire for affeotion from others

0

1n the ohild'.

by the Uee of Pc.

!'Ihus 'he wr1tertg theory of the child being rejeoted at some time
fl'hen be Wao 8trlVing for affeotion, might be signifioant.

Tbe nee of differentiated shading plus total F 18 inter~8tIng

in that thIs also gives information as to the personality of
....

"he asthmatic ohlld.
~event1-flve.

~ear
~he

S1nce the FX+1<'+'c per cent dO.,8 not exoeed

and the Fpcr oent wae around fifty-foar (that ls,

the aooepted value of fifty) the hypothesle seems to be that

r1gidity of oonstriotion is modifled 8l1d somewhat sottened. The

person with introspective tendenoiee and/or sensltiVity ls able to
l1 ve etteotlwly in a soolul milieu.

However t the person w111 be

restrained in his dealings w1th others. and will :flnd it difficult
~o

make 010s6 and wnrrn affectlonal oontact".

rlgreement

~11 th

what was noted preViously.

The child is neither iah1b1ted nor
~he

This seems to be in
sti~11ated

last three oards, haVing an over all average

produotiY1ty to carda 8, 9. 10.
..aak ot shock to

00101' by

by 00101'

in

ot '5.'35 per oent

This 1s further ver1f1ed by the

the children.

The signif1canoe ot oolor

1111 be treated when erlebn1atyp faotors are discussed.
The a+A emphae1s was dj,scuaeed in the oontent table. and
~he

erlebnif!JItyp tactors wl11 be discussed ln relation to Table VII.
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THE MEAN, MHDIAN. tiTAN1M.RD liJi;VIATION. AND T-VAI.UES
IN TID; rUdOli.1LANEOUS HOHSCHACHFAOTORS OF

'ORTY ASTHMATIC OHILDREN

p

4.96

4.29

4.73 4.90

4.11 4.63 1.81
13~ro

1~61

1.. 87

0,44

13.33 14.M

0.63
0.08

n.,. ,.,;

41.46

5'.00 49.60 45.21 59.60 49.60

66.2.3

63.93

64.18 66.M eG.G4 6(1.,04 1:S.27 14.49 13.73

" ..eap.

34.69

36."

35,36 34.00

It$.

.

8,9.10

aA.eo

34.74 8.63 5.26 7.f1f

0.15

~--

However. since W i8 three times M in over seventy per cent ot the

oases, one would conjecture that the child 1s striving for a high

level of performance in hie life t"

l"OUt1llf1Ul.

fhi. high leftl of

aspiration 18 fai11ng for the child because the child does not have

enoUgh creative energy to acoomplish the desire for achievement.
I'hie hypothes1s, however, is high17 speculative in that the average
~wnber

of M for theee children is low. thuB not mu.oh streB8 oan be

put on. the statement.
Erlebn1etyp factora were mentioned preVioua17 t The girls
~how

an extratens1vo tendenoy in that M is le.e than sum C in

P1ftY-Hven per cent of the
~han

Howeftr, the I'M ratio is

gre8~)r

the Fo ratiO in eeventy'-n1ne per oent of the reoords,therefore

~how1ng

~hree

C&S8e.

a atrong 1ntroversive picture. The responses to the la8t

cards lend. one an illustrnt10n of an ambiequa1 personality,
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in that seventy-one per cent of the indivicuals fall between thirty
and thirty-nine per cent of the responses.
The boys do not show suoh a disparity, but do show a dis~greement

on one of the ratios.

a,

The M to sum C ratio has M greater

~han

sum

forty-two per cent of the time, thus being introversive.

~his

is not appreciable, beoause thirty-nine per cent of the boys

~lso

show an extratensive personality.

sive sixty-five per oent of the time.
~ards

The PM ratio is introverResponses to the last three

once again show ambiequality.
The total group is forty-five per cent extratensive on

~he

M ratio, seventy per cent in1roversive on the PM ratiO, and

ifty-three per oent ambiequal on the responses to the last three
ards.
Thus it is apparent that the two categories that are the
ost oonstant are the

F~m

to Fo+e+O' ratiO, and responses to oards

ight, nine and ten.

The reason for the disparity between these

wo ratios, and the M to sum C ratio is th':it M and sum a are quite
ow.

Psyohologically, one cannot predicate that a high M should

oour, because these ohilcren are not developmentally a~vanced
~nough
I

for that to happen.

Klopfer (8) says that

ft • • • •

M is very

o::.t.t*oe up to an eight year level t averaging less than one.
onderanoe of FM over M is the natural state up to puberty.1t

A preThe

(hildren have not reached this stage of a strong M, and with a low
lumber of color responses, a fluctuation of erlebnistyp is not rare.
~he

writer believes that it is wisest, in view of what has been

stated. to say that the ohildren are vasoillating at the present
time between introversion and ambiequality.

Table VII

will be

illustrative ot the aforementioned facts.
Sinoe the Sum of C is less than three, one might say that
there seems to be too little responsiveness to influences from the
environment. regardless of the extratensive picture seen in the
ratio to M.

This hypothesis is further born out in the responses

to the last three cards, and the

F~+m

ratio.

Thus the child

is

seen to be vasc1llating between introversion and ambiequality in
hie experience-balance.

Developmentally this seems to be the case

in ohildren of this age, whether asthmatic or not.
TABLE VII
THE USE OF ERLEBNISTYP FACTORS BY
FORTY ASTHMATIC CHILDREN

P'aotor.

--.

Per oent·

Pet' cumt
ot Girls

ot

BoY.
(1.1:28)

---~--,.

.-

(J!=~~

______

--

Total
r.roent
5-40)

If> Sum 0

.2"

M{ Sum. 0

391'

57"

4S"

. . . Sum C

19"

14"

11"

ftf.m>Fo·o+O·

65%

19"

10%

nI+.<1o....c t

21%

1"

20"

ru..sFo.".C·

a"

14"

10"

Reap_> 40"

21%

22~

25"

Reap. J... 30"

31%

1f.

22%

Rellp.30-39%

42%

11%

53%

29~

38"

--
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The following table illustrates the oomparison
this study and that of Ledwith (41).
corded in the

st~tistics

~etween

Certain factors were not rfi-

of this study,

Only those faotors that

agree with this study will be included •
. TABLE VIII

A COMPARISON OF RORSCHACH 3CORING 'AOtoRS OF ASTHMATIO OHILDREIT
.AD !lOR14Al. OHJtDREI

Faeta..s

• ea.n Talues
Asthmatios Led.with

-

Median value •
Asthmatics Ledwith

R

24.53

23,60

19,07

W%

33,08
4,7,60
11.45
7.05

28,80

27.83

62.20
6.70

63.00
4,00

-0.50

63.13
9.60
3,50

14

1.00

2.20

0.73

2.00

PM

3.68

6.60

3,60

6,00

,

0.63

0,4,0

0,00

0,00

13.80

10,40

12.50

9.00

64.23

42,00

57.00

42.00

0,85

0.10

0,00

0.00

c

0.00

0,70

0,00

0,00

k

0.20

0,00

0,00

0,00

It

0.35

0,20

0,00

0,00

"

0.60

0,20

0,00

0,00

Fe

1,36

1,60

0,70

1.00

cr

0,38
0,10
1,21

0,80

0,00
0.00
1,00

49,50

0.20
1.90
66,30

49.50

0,00
0,00
1,60
65,00

4.73

5.60

4.63

6.00

~

d"

Dd...s%

m

""c-

0
Sum C

A%
P

• S"

only

22.00
29,00

-0,00
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An analysis of oard preference showed the boys l1ld.ng

cards VIII and X the best, and disliking oard I the most.

~he

girls liked oard X the best, and disliked oards I and III the most.
The total group liked card X.

and

disliked oard I.

This faot oan

be speoulatively interpreted in light of what has been preViously
said, namely that the asthmatio ohild when he does respond to an
emotional situation responds in an orderly way.

The child mentions

in his preference for card X the "nice oolors", but does not use

color much in the test.

This may possibly be due to his fear ot

social situations, even though he can react in an orderly way when
he has to, or wants to.

The child mentions the colors as being nic

but not needed for the ideas. The author conjeotures here that the
ohild does not have to partiCipate, although he might like to. in
social situations to derive some seourity or satisfaction in his
life.
In summary. the asthmatic child

may

be said to be peroept

allJ responsive and reoeptive of the world about him. He possesses
the ability of viewing the relatively separate faoets of his experience

8S

an interrelated Whole.

At the same time the child reoog-

zes everyday problems, and facts, and has a oertain practical
oommonsense approach for dealing with them.

However, the ohild is

istracted in referenoe to some of these everyday problems and trie
to avoid them.

He does 'ih1s possibly beoause of an element of in-

security in his personality structure, and to alleViate the
ity he attaches himself to whatever small aspects of life's situa-
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tiona he derives satisfaction and certainty from.

.

i'hus, even thougl

he possesses a certain amount of commonsense in reoognizing and
dealing with e.,eryday situations t the child may use this commonsense only for the things in whioh he is secure.. namely the minutia:
of life.
The presence of an extensive amount of additional space
responses leads the author to speculate that this is a reflection
of the child's own sense of inadequaoy, insecurity or general insufficienoy.

The insecurity may be due to the child's pnysioal

state which possibly limits the child in his activities with others.
and their resulting view of him.

It may also be due to parental

supervision. manifested in overprotection or possibly even rejeotion.

The reader has seen that the literature pOints to an unpleas-

ant parent-image in the life of the asthmatic ohild.

The first

point made of a rejection or laok of adequate acceptanoe by the
child • s friends

may

be partly de-emphasized from an analysis of

popular responses and content categories.

In these respects the

child seems likely to react to hiB experiences as a child would,
thus tending to think as his peers.

In relation to the conten1;

categories, the child is seen to have Wide and varied interests,
although showing a preoccupation with other persons and self. a20ng
with an interest in the body and bodi11 actiVities.

This latter

part is interesting in view of the physical condition of the ohild
and his emphasi s on oral activity (any response involVlng some sort
of oral or mouth action in which the apace lends emphasiS to the
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mouth being open), and responses involving ooncepts of lungs and
related respiratory organs.
Another speculation whioh seems open to the reader i.
that the inseourity Of the ohild is due to a lack of affection.This
is expll4ned from a total absenoe 01 o. whioh is indioative of affeotional needs and oraVings. mostly on a physioal oontaot basis.

An absenoe does not mean the ohi1d does not want affeo;ion of this
sort, but oannot manifest his desire for affection.

Possibly the

child is afraid to show this desire or need, due to pre.Viou8 unpleasant situations when he did manifest suoh behavior.
The use of Fc shows that the affeotional oraving for contaot has been differentiated and refined into a more oontro1led
manifestation.

The ohild

may

be aware of his desire for approval,

belongingness, and response from others.

In fact, the presenoe of

FK is a sign of good adjustment in the child, in that he oan objeot.
ify his problems by gaining a perspeotive on them and then oan
introspect.

This enables him to handle the problems adequately.

The appearanoe of S seems to reinforce this hypothesis that the
child is oonsoiously aware of his feelings of inadequacy and insecurity.

A further reinforcement oocurs when the reader notes

that the differentiated shading responses plus total , do not exceed seventy-five per oent.

We oonjeoture here that the person

with introspeotive tendenCies and/or sensitivity is able to live
effeotively in his 800ia1 environment.

However, the person,. in

this oase the asthmatio ohild. will be restrained in his dealings
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with others, and will find it difficult to make olose
&tfectional oontaots.

.

.
and warm

The differentiated shading responses are

also less than one-quarter of the F response.

From this one oan

speculate that there tends to be a repression, denial or underdevelopment of the need for affeotion, possibly due to the child
being rejected at some time when he was striving for this affeotion.
The ohild, on the other hand, seems to be sensitive to
others because of this need to reoeive affeotion from others. This
sens1t1vity 1s probably a tactful awareness of the needs and feelings of other people.

One might suggest that although the child 1s

capable of a more richly differentiated response, the presence of
over fifty per oent F shows the oh1ld is 1nhibited 1n his responses
to other people.

The asthmatiC thus seems inflexible or oonstriot-

ed with compulsive elements; this was also seen in the above average

use ot

w.

The erlebn1styp of the asthmatio ohild 1s one that
vasoillates between introversion and ambiequality.

When one oon-

siders this, the hypothesis that the presenoe of FK and S presents
the oh1ld w1th opposit10nal tendenoies d1rected toward the self in
a oritical and undeoided mode of behaVior and adjustment. gaine
some oredenoe.
The ohild is ne1therinh1bited nor stimulated by color
.,

in responding to the Ror.sohach oards.

Since the Sum of

a

is low,

being slightly over one.\ there "eems to be too little responsive ....
\

ness to influences from

~he

envflronment; in taot, the ohild may shy
!

away or retreat from emotional provok!tng· 81 tu~tion8.

.
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This point 1s

true regardless of the extratensive pioture s1'en in the ratio to M.
In fact M is quite low, which is to be expeoted of children at this
age, and this is a basis for the slight

ext~tensiT8

picture in

this ratio.
FO predominates over any of the

ot~er

chromatio determin-

·1

ants.

I

One might speoulate that when these c]jl1ldren do respond to
!

an emotional provoking situation they
and without loss of responsiveness.

respon~

with ready control

I

This coatrolled responsiveness

implies that the child can respond with both feeling and aotion appropriate to the emotional demands of the situation.

It has been

shown though that the child does not indulge muoh in sooial situations. and therefore does not respond very often in this manner.
The child in faot restructures his world when he perceives it, drawing heavily upon his needs and experience.

The

child reworks external reality before reacting to it, emphasized by
the d, critical attitude and indeoision, and laok of attempting to
enter soc1al situations.

Like any child of this age or younger, the

asthmatic tends to manifest impulses toward immediate gratifioation
However, this immediate gratification of impulses is probably caretully thought out in view of the restructing of reality and insecurity present in this type of ohild's personality.
None of the authorities oited in Ohapter II give a
reason for the differenoe in performanoe between the boy and the
girl on the Rorsohaoh teat.

This writer believes that there are
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three considerations to aooount for the difference seen in this
study.

Possibly the asthmatio girl

personality than the asthmatic boy.

11 of

a somewhat different

Secondly, the appreciable dis-

parity, although not statistically significant in the number of
responses,may aocount for a differenoe. Finally, the average age of
the girls is slightlyh!gher than the boys.

This point could ac-

count for a developmental differenoe between the sexes.

At the

present time the author does not know of any distinct basis tor
difference other than

th~

e mentioned above.

~ex

However, the sex of

the experimenter is a possible influential factor that might be
oonsidered in Rorschaoh research with boys and girls.

SUMMARY AND CONOLUSIONS
The main purpose involved in undertaking this projeot

was

~o

rene

obtain a reoord of Rorschach reaponses ot asthmatio ohild-

Thi.

thie area.
nature.

VBS

done due to the almost total laok of researoh in

The Rorsohaoh was utilized due to its unstructured

'rhere is a180 a great amount ot reaearch that has been

conducted with the test in relation to ohildren.

Thus it was telt

that a comparison w1th normal ohildren would be more 8a8i17 faoilitated.

A fUrtber point was that the only study done with asthmatio

ohildren was partly a Rorsohaoh one.

As a result of this, thi.

wr1ter had some basis for researoh. struoture of h1s problem. and
a later analysis of oertain results.
The Rorsohaoh Ink-Blot Test vas admin1stered to forty

ohildren. twenty-six boy. and fourteen gIrls who ranged in age fro.

nine ye.ara-one month to twelve years-eleven months.

The mean age

for the boy. was 127.56 months (10.6, years). WitlJ a standard deViatIon ot .95.

The girls had a mean age of 132.96 months (11.08

yeara). with a standard deViation of 3.07.

The mean age for the

group was 129.36 month. (10.78 years) with a standard deviation of

1.92.
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The ohildren were private patients in a pedia'tJrio and
allergy practice.
asthma.

.

They were diagnosed medioa1ly as sufferiQg from

The testing was carried on in the ped1atr1cian t s oft10e on

days when no appointments were soheduled for the physician.

The

standard instruotions used by Klopfer (8) were given to the child
witb the inquiry following the performanoe proper on the seoond
administration.
points~

Testing of the 1im1ts was used to clarify' certain

also card preferenoe.

All the Rorschachs were recheoked by

a qualified person to insure accuracy of scoring.
The literature on the personality of the asthmatic child
is in theoretical agreement.

Any

kind of nervous tension which may

be due to severe stress and strain or extreme emotionality
a major part in the causation of an asthmatic state.

may

play

Furthermore,

the parents of the asthmatic child may unduly influence the develop
ment of an asthmatio state in the ohild through severe supervision,
rejection or over protection.

There also seems to be a need for

protection and affection from some parent or parent-figure. Finally
the child 1s viewed as showing marked signs of insecurity,anxiety
and lack of self confidence.
There seems to be a disagreement as to whether the child
is introversive or extratensive.· One authority also calls the
asthmatio psychoneurotic; however, none of the studies in this
area attempt to arrive at a definite clinical diagnosis of the
children.
From a Rorschaoh sense and quantitatively speaking. the
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asthmatio ohild presents the folloWing picture.

He averages 24.53

responses on the Rorschaoh test; takes'a little longer to respond
to the ohromatio oards than the achromat1c; hae an average of 6.50
whole detail responses; 12.20 large

detai~;

3.50 small usual de-

tail; 1.90 unusual detail; and 0.43 main space responses. Table VID
(page 49) gives the per oent of location categories used. Additional space responses occur 2.50 times per asthmatio child.

The child

also has an average of 1.00 M, 3,68 PM, 0.53 m, 0.20 k, 0.35 K,O.50
FK, 13.60 F, 54.23 F per oent, 2.00 Fe. 0.00 c, 0.85 ct. 0.85 FO,
0.38 OF, 0.10 C, and .1.21 Sum C determinant factors.

The mean

number of popular responses 1s 4.75, human responses 1.80. human

de~

tail 1.25, animal responses 8.(:0, animal detail 3.75. anatomy responses 1.25. animal objeots 0.58, objeot responses 3.90, and
Per cent of animal responses is 49.;0. Dif-

nature responses 1.55.

ferential shading ooours in 64.78 per cent of the responses, and
35.35 per cent of all the asthmatics responses are to the last
,hrae oards.

Human plus animal detail responses exoeed human de-

tail plus animal detail responses to the extent of seventy-three
per oent.

Whole responses exceed human-like movement responses

seventy-eight per cent Of the time.

The M to Sum C ratio 1s equal

to 0:0 to 0:1.5, in seventy-three per oent of the responses. the FM
plus m to 1'0+0+0' ratio iequals 2:0 to 4:3 in seventy per oent ot
the responses.

The

ast~tiQ

ohild is seen to be vasoillating be-

I

tween introversion and

~biequal1ty

on the Erlebn1etyp tactors.

One of the aim' of this study was to see it there was a

difference between the as,hmatic boy and

.

t~
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aatbma'ic girl.

In

ten instances a significant difference was .een to occur between
them. The boy had a greater mean score than· the girl in all the
oases to be noted.

A significant difference at the five per cent

level of confidence oocurs 1n whole detail,unusual detail, unusual
plus spaoe detail responses, animal-l1ke movement, human responses,
human detail responses and animal objeot responses.

Signifioant

differenoes beyond the one per cent level of confidenoe occur in
shading as a three dimensional expanse in a Vista or perspective t
shading as surface appearanoe or texture,

ana

in nature responses.

The girls exoeed the boys 1n form per cent, animal detail
and animal per oent, but not to a s1gnificant degree.
The results of this study with asthmatic ohildren by and
large agree with the study oonduoted by Fine ('9). The agreement be
tween the two studies is illustrated in the folloWing instances:(l)
asthmatiCS, both sexes, tended to use less shading than the nonasthmatics; (2) had more space responses; (3) more boys had a

longe~

reaotion time to the colored cards than to the achromatio; (4) more
boys had either a main or an additional space response; (5) the boy
uses more populars; (6) the mean number of responses is olosely related, 28.77 in Fine's

etu~,

and 24.53 in this study; (7) the mean

number of populars was 4.33 in Fine'e and 4.73 tor the asthmatiO
childreE. in this research; and (8) the responses to tlB latrt three
oards were '4.57 tor Fine's group, and 35.35 tor this group.
The purpose of oomparing this writer's results with that
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of Fine was that his study, as noted earlier (page 16)

.

.
was

the only

systematic research conduoted with asthmatic children. The resu1ts.
although not exactly comparable. are oloselyrelated in the aforementioned eight instanoes.
Oral responses are present in this study in thirty-three
per cent of the additional space

reBp~n8es

among the boys.Responses

are oonsidered oral if they involve any tlpe of open mouth response,
either animal or human. with the white space giVing the subjeot the
notion of the mouth being open. The girls haTe such responses

fitt~

four per oent of the time, in their additional spaoe response. TheD
is n2 suoh response in main spaoe responses. Another interesting
point to be recognized is that lung responses occur twioe among the
boys, a vein response onoe. and a tooth (oral in nature) response
once. Eye responses utilizing the space ooours nine times for the
boye and three times for the girls.
These percentages, and specific anatomy responses are appreciable in most cases J and on.e might anjeoture that this type of
child is more apt to have such responses oocurring in a Rorsohach
reoord than the normal ohild. The use of mouth responses seem logioal when one pictures the asthmatio ohild in the throes ot an attack. There is undoubtedly a conoern on the child t 8 part with his
or her physical condition and bodily funotions, and that this ooncern should not be projeoted in

8

personality test 1s unlikely.

The aatJ:unatic shows a high percentage of

tOl'lll

on the Ror-

sekaoh. This tact. along with those noted in the oomparison

~11th
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Finels group. tend to give a pretty accurate quantitative p1eture
of the asthmati0 child in his reaction·to the Rorschaoh Ink-Blo,\
Teet.
In oontrast with Ledwith's study, the asthmatios illuatrated a greater number of responses, W per cent, d per cent, Dd+S
per cent, m. F. F per cent. 0', k. Kt and FK.

The faotors in whioh

the asthmatios showed a lesser number than the normals were. Nt FM,
o. FO, OF. Sum 0, A per cent. and popular responses. The number of
responses of the normal ohildren is attributed by this writer to
their familiarity \\'1 th the test, in that they had taken it at

ye~

intervals four times previously. This naturally also effects the
determinants.
It one were to conjeoture on the basis of these differenoes as to the personality of the asthmatic ohild as oompared witb
the normal nOn8sthmatic Child. the following might be said.
The asthmatic ohild restructures a situation when he approaches it and attaches himself to small things that he feels seoure in. The ohild 1s mere rigid than the normal ohi1d, as seen in
his higher W, F And F per oent. This rigidity is related to his
caretu~,

thought-out behavior. and his self-critioal attitude and

indeoision in the experienoes he enoounters. The asthmatic haa
greater interests and is thus less stereotyped in attitudes and
modea of reaotion than the normal child of his age. 'fh!s is seen il
the lower

A

per oent, and greater use of various oontent categortee

for the asthmatic ohi1d. The asthmatic child needs security. lacks

..

it and therefore must find things and do things in whioh he

!!

seoure. His need for physioal oontact and affeotion oannot be
overtly manifested so he differentiates it into a more controlled
form, that is, a more refined manner of seeking love and approval
from others without physioal contaot.
The normal child, on the other hand, is more flexible.
ol1ngs to the obVious and has stereotyped attitudes and interests.
He seems relat1vely seoure and oonfident, and does not need to
attaoh himself to small things in life in order to gain oonfidence
and secur! ty •

He seeks some physioal oontaot in the form of af-

feotion. and is not too afraid to do this.
Thus, the differenoe between the two types of ohildren
has been drawn. and speculatively presented to the reader for his
acknowledgment or own views.
The author believes that one might tentatively speculate.
from a quantitative oomparison of Rorschaoh records, that the
asthmatio child will be differentiated from the non-asthmatic ohild
A differenoe between the asthmatio boy and girl i8 quantitatively
present.
It is the hope of this Writer that at a later date norms
oan be recorded for the performanoe of asthmatio children on the
Rorsohaoh Ink-Blot Test.

The utilization of a greater number ot

ohildren is neoessary tor this .to be aooomplished.
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SAMPLE RORSCHACHB

Boy, age 12-6 yrH.
Card I - 4ft
Head, and wings, body

gOing
down here. Eagle just standi%18. Wings are sort of down,
90 he's not flying.

W- F A P

This is where it goes straight
down, IUld has the same thing
on both sides. The way it is
straight with those biS things
on side, would be heads.
Spaoes here like in totem pole,
and look sawe, also.

~,S

~ot

on a moose, exaotly, but
just 11.l<e they were just
getting them. The shupe of
horns, sort of baby horns.

d F Ad

1. Two bear
oubs

The shapes. ot them, neCK,
teet, ears, and nose .. Shape
of neok goes in and out where
boay 113. They are just standing there.

W-FAP

2. Hole in a
mounta1n
s1de

Yeah, these would be the
mountains and this would be
the hole th"t goes right thru.
£law something like it in a
picture once I Baw at movies.
Just a hole in til T!lOuntain.

W"', S FK N

1 • .An eagle

2.

i·~

totem
pole

}. Horne on
a. moose

45"

F Obj.

Card II - 4"

67

.,. House on
mountain top
l' 5"

Looks 11ke a house •.
pointed roof, (ind a long
body, tall house. rrhie part
that goes up for mounta1n.
Just looks lIke mountaIn top.

Card III - 6"
Head and neck, and their body,
and f.tru. Not oonneoted at
halt parts,
bodies aren't waistline, and theIr legs
around here. They are bent
conneoted.
over, not doing anything.
Baoks are arched and they
are just looking. These
wou14 be purses, shaped 11ke
thea. Legs just eta71ding
there In a elanted positIon.
Not moving. They are women.
This part, it goes out

1. People In

( 0 blushes).

.

2. This looka
like up a.

Herets where it goes
around, und these are ribs,
round the
and this Is the W~dRI~!. .
chest - a dI.Just shape of it, oak ftg at
~agm, or
cheat, maybe something like
vhateve~ it
skeleton.
18.

.,. Lunge.
1'20"

In school, we studied
about it. Shaped like
lungs. Trult's all.

D F At

D F At
(lung)

Card IV - 4"
This big huge black thlng,
~ Fet (H)
here's the head and it goes
around for one finger. or
olaw-llke, and big teet, h~re.
So huge and blnck, hets a
blaok monster, 8 lot of blaok
halr-edges that stiok out.
Feet big.
2. An eagle 45" Yeah, this part for the body. ~ PM A
(Ah, I can't Here·. the winge. He's flyget ftDTthing inS because when they're not
e1ee.)
flying the wings are not spread
like they are nO"1.

1. Like a monster.

.
Card V - ."
1. A Bat

JO"
(Ah, I can't

get anything
else on this
one)

Yeah, W8¥ his head is and
the wings are spread out
like hets flying around.
Here would be the body, it
is sort of light grey here
oompared to the rest. Bats
are usually that oolor.

69

~'M,FCt

AP

Card VI - 10"
1. 2 people on a
People faoing with their
stiok, fa01nH the i~rm8 out. They got a head
OPPosite
and nos8, f:1nd arm,and this
direotion
is something like 8. leg.
They are stick to stick,
stiok is in oenter and i .
blaokish oolor. Stick goes
down, shaped like stiok.
Like a statue,not human.
2. Mountain with
. totem pole on
top.

50"

H,Obj.

Like pole, totem pole,
D Fo Obj., N
1s straight up here and
has this stuff here stioking
out. This is head up here,
and therets some blaok spots
on the gray for eyes, nose
and mouth.Not neoessarily
oolor of eyes, nose and mouth,
just shad in, for it. Mountain
slopes downward, just shape
ot it.

Card VII - 3"
1. 2 elephants
h!1ancing

themselves on
aome rocks ..

2.

,c\ steeple
between
2 rooks

55"

Here's trunk and there- 8
neok and body a.nd legs.
Here'a rooks. balanoins on
rooks, on their rear, with
lege up in air.

W- 'PM

A, Rook

Tall,roof-like, and this
D FK Obj.,Rooks
is body of it, therefs the
door and this is rock fo.rmat ion , goes around,elephants
not in this. Nothing else.

• 70

Card VIII - 4ft
1. Inside of u person's Yes, herets the wInd~'At
.2!.'e!. and bones goIng
body
aorOS8 by the ohest.
Bottom here would be the
stomaoh. Colors had nothing to do with It, beoause
don't know the oolors in81de the body. Just like
out open to see body
inside.
2. Mountain lion
going up rocks

40 ft

Shape of it, head, body,
legs, has 4 lege, TAil
D FM A,
i8 miAs1ng. W~ his legs Rook P
are on th1s rock here and
there. This stuff here
would have to be rooks,
oan't be walking on
nothIng. Bothing in
particular remInded me
of rocks.

Card IX - 24"

1. SIde of a
mountain with
"lava shoot Ing up.

Lava shooting up, and
~mF. OF
this is where it oomes out,
N
all red, that's 00101' of
lava. Mounta1n just shaped
like one, 11ke a voloano slopes otf trom peak. Some
shape to lava at top here.

Oard X - 20"

1. Crabs

:Legs and the pincers

D, S

Ff~

right here. Just legs
and the body and the
little space there for
the eye. fhey're moving their
.18p all around, their
pinoers.

A

P

• 71
Girl - 12-6 years.
Card I - 5"
1. Bat or butterfly
something that
f1ys

40"

The wings, the tall &nd
the body here in middle.
The 'flay it looks llke 8
bat. The shape of 1t.
Also feelers Uk> here.

vYFFMAP

Has long feelers and
ella part here for the

DF A

Card II - 5"
I. Ineact

35"

head or something. Fat

body wlth long feelers
seems l1ke typioal
insect. Shape. They feel
with feelers and they are
long and body w1de-l1ke.

Card III - 15"
1. 2 people over
a pot.

Head and neek, leB8 and
arm and pot here. Seem
to be picking up pot or
gOing and putt1ng hands
in it.

2. Bow

Sometimes girls wear bows
in hHir and smaller in
mid.dle and ...-;lder fit ende.
Not necessarily the eolor
of it though.

D F Obj.
P

Arms and the large feet

W M (H)

Card IV - 24"
1.

it

monster

50"

and the huge body. Way itts

shaped. that's all.
Imaginary world, would be
walking toward somebody with
arms spread out. Arms baing
spread for walking t like
atter nomeone with arms out.
Looke like walking thatts all.

Card V - 6"
1. 80me sort of
huge 1nsect
l'

W1nga, and the tail

~

W AP

1)

F A

two feelers here from
the head. Flylng beoause
the wings are spread.

and

Card VI - 25"

Bere'a body and feelers

1. Bug, too

from the side, and wings
here and teet sort of oft
here. Not all bugs have
w1ngs but this would be
w1ngs.

50"

Card VII - 15"
1. 2 faoes with
pony-tails
flying on the
girls

Berets faoe, and po~-tail D F, Pm Hd
1s blowIng up. Girls only
wear pony-tails. This part
sticks out here eo oould be
bangs, because if hair were
worn off forehead, it wouldntt be stioking out. Hair
(pony-tail) 16 blow1ng,mov1ng
in the a1r. Plying up, shaped
l1ke pony-tail. ,Regular shape
to face.

Card. VIII - 12"
1. Animal of

80me

kind

2. Ribs of a
person

45"

Faoe, body, tail and three
legs, seems to be walking
as one leg 18 up 1n air.
Way he 1s, thut t saIl, and
1s walking.

D ~1 A P

L1nes like ribs, not
exactly, but something
like it though. Just
shape of it, like ribs.

D F At

Card IX - 34"

I.Claw8 from a
lobster or crab

Clamps, claw-llke on crab. d
Open beoause not olosed, not
together, the spaoe in there.
Not moving, just open.

}II

Ad

1. Some kind of bugs
olimbing a pole

2. WiSh-bone, ott
of Borne towl

'~.

Spider

I' 2"

Peet here and body and
~p:tng up the pole,
olimbing pole. This long
thing here for pole. Seem
mad at each other, curved
down, i:and mouth open,
space there to ahow mouth
being open, they're mad at
each other.

D, S PM A

Wide part at bottom

D F At

Body and legs, but more
than 8 legs. Shape and all
legs. Just sitting there.

DF AP

arms

and thing going up this
thin and wide, not very,
though, at top. The
regul~r shape of a wish-bone.
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